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1. Read the following excerpt from the passage “Project Tiger “ and answer the questions

below:

Even this was made possible in Hollywood, when the creator of some of the best suspense

films in the history of cinema, Alfred Hitchcock,decided to make a film called Birds. In the

story, birds from all over the world start attacking humans. Hitchcock needed a variety of

birds, but what was required in the largest number was ravens. Notices were placed in the

press all over the United States, asking people to contact the filmmaker if they knew how to

get hold of trained ravens.

Someone replied within a few days. He was asked to bring his birds, and he arrived with

almost a hundred trained ravens. Admittedly, their training had not gone very bad. That is to

say, they could not do anything that might be seen as extraordinary. But if as many as fifty

ravens are told to perch quietly in a row on a specified spot, and if they obey this command

instantly, isn’t that pretty impressive?

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                a. “Even this was made possible in Hollywood.” What was it? 1

b. What were the difficulties Alfred Hitchcock had to face while making the film ‘Birds’? 1

c. How did Hitchcock manage to get a large number of ravens for his film? 1

d. What is described as ‘pretty impressive’? 1

2. Read the following lines from the poem “A Girl’s Garden” and prepare a note of

appreciation focusing the girl’s enthusiasm in gardening and the imagery in the lines.

4

A hill each of potatoes, 

Radishes, lettuce, peas,

Tomatoes, beets, beans, pumpkins, corn, 

And even fruit trees.

And yes, she has long mistrusted

That a cider-apple

In bearing there today is hers,

Or at least may be.

Her crop was a miscellany 

When all was said and done,

A little bit of everything, 

A great deal of none.

Now when she sees in the village 

How village things go,

Just when it seems to come in right, 

She says, “I know!
1



3. Satyajit Ray wanted a trained tiger to shoot his upcoming film Goopy GyneBhagaByne. Bharat

Circus was visiting Calcutta at the time, holding shows in Marcus Square. Ray sent a letter

to fix an appointment with its Tamil Manager. Draft the likely letter. 4

4. Read the unfamiliar passage and answer the question below:-

Half the world’s waste consists of paper. Many countries import waste paper rather than new

pulp for their paper mills. The waste is pulped, cleaned and bleached to remove most of the

ink and dirt, before it is turned into new paper in the same way as wool pulp or rags. Japan

now makes half its paper by recycling

 i. What has been mentioned as waste in the extract? 1

ii. Write the process of recycling newspaper to turn into new paper. 1

iii. How are rags and wood used to make new paper? 1

iv. Which word in the passage means the same as ‘thing which is discarded and is no more

usable? 1

5. Hitchcock needed a variety of birds especially large number of ravens for his film “Birds”.

Notices were placed in the press all over the United States.You are a news reporter. Prepare

a news report for the Daily. 4

OR

Ray and his crew faced many difficulties while shooting the scene with the tiger. Prepare the

narrative of the incidents that happened while trying to shoot the scene.

6. Read the piece of conversation  given below and answer the questions that follow.

Manager : How long will you need it for ?

Satyajit Ray : May be for a couple of hours .

a. What did the manager ask Ray? 1

b. What was Ray’s reply ? 1

7. There are certain errors in the passage given below. They are underlined. Edit them.

2

Mr Thorat’s men had fix (a) a five foot iron rod into the ground, about thirty feet from the area

whom (b) the tiger was supposed to take a walk. They took a thin, long wire and fixed one

end to the collar maid (c) of tiger-skin that the tiger was already wearing. The other end were

(d) tied firmly to the visible portion of the iron rod.

8. ‘Satyajit Ray and his friends had to shoot the scenes involving the tiger twice’.

In the sentence the word ‘and’ connects two Noun Phrases. Construct a similar sentence of

your own. 1

2
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1. Read the following excerpt from the passage “Project Tiger”  and answer the questions

below:

The obvious thing to do was to look in a circus since they were likely to have trained animals.

As a matter of fact, one called Bharat Circus was visiting Calcutta at the time, holding shows

in Marcus Square. We sent someone to make an appointment with its Tamil manager and

then went to meet him one morning. He greeted us warmly and ordered South Indian coffee

for us. The manager heard the reason for our visit, then sent for one Mr Thorat. He turned out

to be the ringmaster. He, too, was a South Indian, very well built, with features somewhat like

those of a Nepali. He was perhaps no more than forty. He showed us an old scar on his

forearm, which had been caused by a tiger.

a. What was the obvious thing to get the animals? 1

b. Where was Bharat circus holding show? 1

c. What did Ray do to get the tiger for the shooting? 1

d. Pick out a word from the passage that means “easy to see or understand” 1

2. Read the lines taken from the poem “Mother To Son”  and write how does the speaker

in the lines  view life overall. 4

  Well, son, I’ll tell you:

Life for me ain’t been no crystal stair.

It’s had tacks in it,

And splinters,

And boards torn up,

And places with no carpet on the floor—Bare.

But all the time I’se been a-climbin’ on,

And reachin’ landin’s,

And turnin’ corners

And sometimes goin’ in the dar                 

Where there ain’t been no light.

So boy, don’t you turn back.

3. Ray wants a tiger for his film “Goopy Gyne Bahga Byne”. He approaches Alfred Hitchcock to

know how he got the birds ravens for his film “Birds”.Prepare a likely conversation between

Alfred and Ray. (atleast four exchanges) 4

OR

3



4

One of the bird trainers happend to see the advertisement given by Hitchocock. He responded

through a letter that had enough trained ravens with him. He was also interested in acting the

flim what would he write. Draft the letter.

4. Are films just a means of entertainment? Do you think films are instructional in nature? What

are the functions of films? Based on your reading of the lessons My Sister’s Sboe and Project

Tiger, prepare a write -up on the role of films in our society. 3

5. The arts club of your school plans to show Satyajit Ray’s film Bicycle Theives”. Prepare

an introductory note about the director Satyajit Ray the Bengali filmmaker using the

hints given below. 4

Born : May 2, 1921, Kolkata

Nationality : Indian

Famous as : Writer, Producer, Screenwriter, Lyricist, Composer

Awards : Academy Honorary Award, Bharat Ratna

Education : Viswa-Bharati University, Presidency University, Kolkata,

Ballygunge Government High School

Died : April 23, 1992, Kolkata

6. Read the piece of conversation  given below and answer the questions that follow.

Girl: Father , give a plot  for garden.

Father:Take the walled ground near the shop.

a. What did the girl ask her father? 1

b. What was her father’s advice ? 1

7. Father advised her to take the walled ground near the shop. Supply the missing words

in the following passage. 4

to, for, by, and, an

‘Project Tiger’ is /(a) extract from ‘Childhood Days’, a memoir by Satyajit Ray. The memoir

clearly reveals the stress /(b) strain involved in the process of filmmaking. It tells us how he

managed /(c) shoot the scene of a film which included a tiger. Ray begins his article /(d)

referring to the Hollywood filmmaker Alfred Hitchcock who had high regard for animal actors.


